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Ghost proteins are issued from alternative Open Reading Frames (ORFs) and are missing a genome annotation.
Indeed, historical filters applied for the detection of putative translated ORFs led to a wrong classification of
transcripts considered as non-coding although translated proteins can be detected by proteomics. This Ghost
(also called Alternative) proteome was neglected, and one major issue is to identify the implication of the Ghost
proteins in the biological processes. In this context, we aimed to identify the protein-protein interactions (PPIs)
of the Ghost proteins. For that, we re-explored a cross-link MS study performed on nuclei of HeLa cells using
cross-linking mass spectrometry (XL-MS) associated with the HaltOrf database. Among 1679 cross-link interactions identified, 292 are involving Ghost Proteins. Forty-Four of these Ghost proteins are found to interact with
7 Reference proteins related to ribonucleoproteins, ribosome subunits and zinc finger proteins network. We,
thus, have focused our attention on the heterotrimer between the RE/poly(U)-binding/degradation factor 1
(AUF1), the Ribosomal protein 10 (RPL10) and AltATAD2. Using I-Tasser software we performed docking
models from which we could suggest the attachment of AUF1 on the external part of RPL10 and the interaction
of AltATAD2 on the RPL10 region interacting with 5S ribosomal RNA as a mechanism of regulation of the
ribosome. Taken together, these results reveal the importance of Ghost Proteins within known protein interaction networks.

1. Introduction
Advances in mass spectrometry (MS) instrumentation and bioinformatics tools have led to an exponential increase of MS-based proteomics strategy performances. It is now possible to get the identification and relative quantification of > 10,000 proteins in 100 min as
recently published by Meier et al. [1]. These MS-based shot-gun strategies were also extended to structural characterization of the identified
proteins. Various approaches were proposed over the past 15 years in
proteomics for measuring protein-protein interactions (PPIs). Among
these are the affinity capture [2], proximity labeling methods such as
Apex [3,4], BioID [5–7] and Virotrap [8]; and the cross-linking mass
spectrometry (XL-MS) [9]. XL-MS is advantageously non-targeted,
providing a global onset for systems biology. However, all these strategies rely on protein database interrogation. Therefore, only referenced proteins can be identified [10,11]. This is a clear limitation for
discovery if the databases are not complete. Public databases are built
on both measured proteins and predicted ones. Predicted proteins are
deduced from genome information accordingly to well-defined rules of

annotation but are not all experimentally validated. The rules used for
predicting protein sequences include the number of codons, the type of
sequence and the Kozak context, which predicts the ribosome binding
capacity on an mRNA [10,12–14]. Indeed, only the longest open
reading frame (ORF) (so-called reference ORF, RefORF) or proteincoding sequences (CDSs) is considered per transcript in the databases
(e.g. Ensembl [15] and GENCODE [16]), other ORFs being excluded
from annotation [17]. In particular, short ORFs (sORFs) or small ORFs
(smORFs) that do not respect the 100 codons (300 nucleotides) cut-off
rule or the Kozak code, alternative ORFs (AltORF) remain unannotated.
However, the proteome is more complex than initially expected and
with recent advances in the field of genomics and MS-based proteomics
with the high throughput sequencing technologies, it has been shown
that traditional computational genome annotation algorithms have
underestimated the number of coding sequences leaving out alternative
promotors [18], alternative splicing [19], alternative polyadenylation
[20] and ribosomal frameshifting [21]. There is, thus, a major challenge
for genome annotation to reference all these new ORFs which are left
out despite leading to proteins presenting biological activities. One
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Fig. 1. Interaction network obtained from the XL-MS experiments using a RefProt/AltProt database for data interrogation issued from the combination of the RefProt
(Uniprot) and the AltProt (HaltProt) databases. 44 AltProts are found in the network to be interacting with 10 ribonucleoproteins, 3 zinc finger proteins and 2
ribosomal proteins. The network is subdivided into 7 fractions allowing the annotation of AltProts and RefProts in interactions (see Table 2).
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2.2. Cell culture

difficulty, is to be able to distinguish in this rising number of ORFs, the
ORFs which are translated into functional proteins (such as microproteins, micropetides or SEPs) from the small ORFs that are randomly
present but not translated. The smORFs/sORFs/AltORFs are often distinguished from the RefORFs because they are shorter size leading to
the translation of small proteins (< 30 kDa). In average proteins
translated from AltORFs are 57 amino acids in size, when by contrast
the RefORFs proteins are 344 amino acids [22–26]. Importantly, these
microproteins are not proteoforms of annotated proteins but have a
different primary structure. Different computational approaches were
used to identify these novel coding ORFs and create new databases
including the predicted “alternative” transcripts (HaltORF [27],
OpenProt [23], smProt [28]). The proteins issued from these AltORFs
are called Ghost or Alternative Proteins (AltProts). Interestingly, proteomics has largely contributed to experimentally evidence and validate
the existence of AltProts. Indeed, RefProts and AltProts were both detected from various studies by bottom-up [29,30] and top-down
[31,32] proteomics. Interestingly, these proteins were identified within
the 15% of proteomics data remaining unmatched after database interrogation despite a good quality MS/MS spectra; thus bridging the
gap between experimental and predicted data.
If the discovery of these AltProts was definitively a revolution in the
approach to systems biology, there is a clear unmet goal to find out the
functions of these proteins. Absolute quantification by stable isotopelabeling and parallel reaction monitoring (PRM) was used to determine
the levels of the two MIEF1 gene translational products, the reference
MiD51 and the alternative MiD51 (AltMiD51) proteins, in two human
cells lines and human colon tissues. This study has revealed a twofold
higher expression of AltMiD51 compared to MiD51 [22] reinforcing the
conviction that AltProts are major players in the regulation of biological
systems. Studies have, indeed, demonstrated that AltProts can be important regulators in many fundamental events such as DNA repair
[33], RNA decapping [34], calcium homeostasis metabolism [35],
mTor signaling pathway [36], muscle performance [37], myoblast
formation [38] and mitochondria fission [22]. Recently, it was shown
that unannotated Heat Shock Protein [39] and Cold Shock Protein [40]
were identified in E. coli by means of MS based proteomics. Specific
AltProts were also found to be involved in physiopathological mechanisms including cancer and Spinal Cord Injury [30,32,41]. One step
forwards the function of AltProts, is the identification of their interactome, by measuring PPI to gather information on the signaling
pathways they are involved in [42]. Several studies have recently
highlighted the adequacy of large scale interactomics XL-MS method as
a discovery tool for new interactions [43,44]. In this context, we were
willing to re-explore, using the HaltOrf database [27], a dataset of XLMS from HeLa cells nuclei previously published by Heck group [44].
This has lead us to demonstrate the ability of XL-MS technique to discover previously unrevealed AltProt-RefProt interactions.

The cells used in the analysis are derived from the HeLa line
(ATCC). To summarizethe protocol described in the publication by F.
Liu and al. (“Proteome-wide profiling of protein assemblies by cross-linking
mass spectrometry”) [44], the cells are cultured in modified Dulbecco's
Eagle environment with 10% fetal calf serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin up to 80% confluence. The cells were then harvested by
trypsinization and washed three times with PBS. After separation in the
lysis membrane buffer and centrifugation, only the remaining nuclei
were kept for the XL-MS. This nuclei fraction was then cross-linked with
DSSO (1 mM) with a 100 fold excess of cross-linker with respect to the
protein quantity. The cross-linked proteins were then reduced, alkylated and digested by Lys-C/Trypsin mixture. The resulting cross-linked
peptides were desalted on a Sep-Pak C18, dried and further enriched
using SCX as previously described [44].
2.3. Cross-link workflow
Data were extracted from the Chorus data repository (https://
chorusproject.org) project I.D. number 890 and re-analyzed using
Proteome Discoverer 2.2 (PD2.2) with the XLinkX node [45]. Interrogation of data was performed accordingly to the following workflow:
first spectra were selected and DSSO was defined as cross-linker
(characteristic mass 158.003765 Da). Then the workflow was divided
into two paths. The first is dedicated to the cross-link identifications
using the XLinkX Search as parameters Precursor Mass Tolerance:
10 ppm, FTMS fragment: 20 ppm, ITMS Fragment: 0.5 Da, search (database compiled AltProt + RefProt) and the validation was performed
using percolator with a FDR set to 0.01. The second path is the total
protein identification using SequestHT considering the following
parameters: Trypsin as enzyme, 2 missed cleavages, methionine oxidation as variable modification, DSSO hydrolyzed and carbamidomethylation of cysteins as static modification, Precursor Mass Tolerance: 10 ppm and Fragment mass tolerance: 0.6 Da. The validation was
performed using Percolator with a FDR set to 0.01. A consensus
workflow was then applied for the statistical arrangement. A de-isotope
and TopX filter were used to determine the m/z-error with a selectivity
around 10% FDR. The protein-protein interaction identifiers were displays in the xiNET software (http://crosslinkviewer.org) [46] and Cytoscape3.7.1 allowing for visualization of the partners and the number
of recurrences of the same interaction.
2.4. Modeling and prediction of interactions
Structure modeling of Ghost Proteins (AltProts) and Reference
Proteins (RefProts), were performed with the I-Tasser software [47]
when protein structures were not available on Protein Data Bank (PDB)
[48]. For both RefProts and AltProts the most stable models (C-Score
between −5 and +2) were retained. Within the set of best predictions,
only models which are in line with the distances expected for the DSSO
cross-linker were considered and further examined. The prediction of
protein-protein interactions were performed with the ClusPro software
[49]. The RefProt was identified as a receiver and the AltProt as a ligand. The interaction model was carried out by docking the ligand on
the receiver without cross-link restriction. ClusPro then generates
multiple interaction models ranked in the order of stability. The selected models are still part of the Top5 “balanced” models taking into
account the best compromise of stability. The selected interactions were
then recreated with Chimera [50] to measure the distance between the
atoms observed during the cross-link. The model is split between the
ligand and the receptor to form two independent chains, the lysines
found to be involved in interactions on PD2.2 and xiNET were then
designated in order to identify the distance between the two points of
the model. For example, the AltProt AltATAD2 model was generated
from its amino acid sequence since it was never previously described

2. Material and methods
2.1. Ghost protein databases
The study was carried out using HaltORF database named
“HS_GRCh38_altorf_20170421”. This database is derived from the predicted
H. sapiens alternative proteins (release hg38, Assembly: GCF_000001405.26)
which contains 182,709 entries. This database is a computer compilation of
all putative proteins from noncoding regions of mRNA and ncRNA.
Additional online databases such as “Ensembl” (https://www.ensembl.org)
and “ref Seq” (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq) were also used to
trace back the origin of the identified AltProts after HaltORF data interrogation. The AltProts originate from either the 5 ‘and 3’ UTR parts or from
+2 or +3 reading frame shifts in the CDS of mature RNA; not following the
Kozak frame despite the presence of a START and STOP codon. The
HaltORF database was used in combination with the conventional RefProts
database obtained from “UNIPROT”.
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the structural data could not be predicted by sequence homology and
nature of these amino acids. The model was thus generated by I-Tasser
with a C-Score of −3.66 in accordance with recommendations [−5; 2].
It was observed that, AltATAD2 has a secondary structure composed of
4 alpha helices generating a tubular tertiary structure. Similarly, the
AUF1 reference protein had no experimental model and needed to be
carried out on I-Tasser. The generated model has a C-Score of −2.81 in
agreement with the recommendations [−5; 2]. The second RefProt in
interaction with AltATAD2, RPL10, has a public model which was obtained on PDB (reference number: 5aj0) [51]. The structure of RPL10
was performed by cryo electron microscopy. RPL10 is found in interaction with several ribosome proteins, forming the 60S subunit. In this
model we also found the presence of several messengers and ribosomal
RNAs. Thus, from this model, RPL10 could be isolated in order to
generate the AltATAD2-RPL10 interaction. However, once this interaction has been obtained, the entire 60S ribosome model is used to
correlate the position of AltATAD2 and to hypothesize the function.

3.2. Comparison of the identified networks for RefProts versus RefProts/
AltProts
To assess the influence of the AltProts on the identified cross-links
and the protein networks, the identified interactions were compared
with the interrogation of the RefProt database alone and with the
combined RefProt/AltProt databases (Fig. 2). This comparison shows
that a large part of identified interactions are found both after using
RefProts database alone and using the combined RefProts/AltProts
database (yellow) and correspond to RefProts. It is also observed that a
large number of protein interactions are added when the AltProt database is considered which is expected since the AltProt database is
larger in size than the RefProt one (green). Finally, a non-negligible
portion of RefProts that were identified with the RefProt database alone
are not observed anymore when using the combination of the two databases (red). From these data, two main features are derived. The first
is that in few cases, proteins initially identified as RefProts become
attributed to AltProts by combination of the two databases. The second
is that some of the RefProts identified are no longer observed with the
combined database interrogation (Fig. 3A). This highlight two important issues. One, is that somehow the current bioinformatics tools
seems not to be well-suited to such large databases as the combination
of RefProt/AltProt. Indeed the AltProt database has 182,709 entries
when the RefProt is only 42,335 entries. In that situation, some of the
RefProts fail to pass the FDR threshold. The second is that because some
RefProts and AltProts can share a part of their amino acid sequences
making proper identification of one or the other difficult. Indeed, if the
peptides considered for the identification are only in the common region to the two proteins, and because the AltProt sequences are much
smaller by comparison to the RefProts one, the identification weight in
favor of the AltProts due to better sequence coverage. The representation of the number of interaction identified per score range (Fig. 3B)
shows that interaction that were identified with both databases (RefProt/AltProt) are more confident that those identified only with one of
the database (RefProt). These not surprisingly correspond to the proteins that are involved in larger network (Fig. 3A) and identified with a
larger number of peptides and interaction. The others (only identified
in one interaction) present a relative similar score range. This correspond to proteins identified by only a single interaction. However, in
general (Fig. 3) the addition of the AltProt database bring a lot new
information to the picture. To assess the veracity of the identify interactions, we have extracted some MS/MS spectra corresponding to the
network involving the AltATAD2 protein. Fig. 4 provides examples of
MS/MS spectra for two different interactions. For each interaction the
CID and the ETD spectra are displayed with the proteins ID, the amino
acid sequences and the cross-link sites. More MS/MS spectra can be
found in the Supplementary Data 2. The first interaction presented
(Fig. 4A) is an interaction between an AltProt and a RefProt which was
identified with a score of 40.04. The CID spectrum mainly provides the
exact mass of the two peptide chains after the CID cleavage of the
DSSO. The annotation of the ETD spectrum show that both cleavages in
the two peptide chains are observed and enable confident attribution of
the cross-link site. The second example (Fig. 4B and C) presents a case
for which an interaction of the Q14103-4 (HNRNPD) RefProt is truly
identified but the identification fails to provide the interacting partner
with confidence. Indeed, this protein is found to interact with either an
AltProt (IP_128579.1) (Fig. 4B) or a RefProt (Q8TF62 i.e. ATP8B4)
(Fig. 4C) with scores passing the threshold (> 20) on the two cases.
Again, CID spectra provide the exact mass of the 2 peptide chains after
CID cleavage of the cross-linker. The careful examination of the ETD
spectra show that only 2–3 fragmentations (only 1 for the AltProt) are
observed for the peptide chain which is not confidently identified.
Despite the two proteins have no sequence homology (Fig. 4D) the
peptide MFMVDTKR (Mwmono = 1026.50 Da) of the AltProt with an
oxydation of Methionine (+16) has the same molecular weight as the
DLDDKYFK peptide (Mwmono = 1042.50 Da) of the RefProt. In that

Key resources table
Resource
CellLine
HeLa
Chemical
Amino acid
Amino acids
Cysteins
FTMS
ITMS
Lysines
Methionine
Penicillin-streptomycin
ProteinPeptide
Protein

Source

Identifier

3. Results
3.1. Ghost proteins revealed in nuclei of HeLas cells by XL-MS
Reprocessing of the PPIs from the nuclei of HeLas cells by XL-MS,
revealed 1679 cross-link interactions (Supplementary Data 1). Each of
these interaction was determined with a minimum score of 20 and a
cross-link workflow with FDR of 0.01, limiting the number of false
positives. Among these 1679 cross-link interactions, 292 were found to
involve Ghost Proteins (Supplementary Data 1, colored Ghost Proteins)
including 4 Ghost-Ghost proteins interactions (Table 1). In order to get
a visual interpretation, the protein networks were generated under
xiNET. To ease the data mining, it was possible to separate the interactions of two, three or more partners. Our interest is to focus on networks involving more than three partners thus facilitating the understanding of the involved signaling pathways. One of the most important
network identified was highlighted, which represents the observed interactions between ribonucleoproteins, ribosome subunits, zinc finger
proteins, in which RefProts and AltProts interact each other's (Fig. 1).
44 Ghost Proteins in interaction with 7 ribonucleoproteins are observed
in this specific network, reflecting the importance of Ghost Proteins in
such interactions. Each Ghost Protein is identified by an “IP_” accession
number and can be correlated to its transcript number and its associated gene (Table 1). This type of annotation facilitates the identification of the RefProts associated with the mRNA presenting the translated AltProts. We were specifically interested in the networks where
Ghost proteins interact with at least two RefProts. Among these, the
ghost protein AltATAD2 was found to be in interaction with the RE/
poly(U)-binding/degradation factor 1 (AUF1) and the Ribosomal protein 10 (RPL10).
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Fig. 2. Cytoscape description of the interaction map obtained from XL-MS data. Data analysis comparison for the RefProt or the combined RefProts/AltProts
databases using DyNet apps. In green are the nodes and edges found using the combined RefProts/AltProts databases, in red the identification specific to the RefProt
database and in yellow identifications obtained with both the RefProt and the combined RefProts/AltProts databases. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Identified interaction obtained from XL-MS data by data interrogation with the RefProt database alone or the combination of the RefProts/AltProts databases.
(A) Global mapping of all interactions. Red indicates interactions identified with the RefProt database alone, green with the combined RefProt/AltProt alone and
yellow with both RefProt and RefProt/AltProt Databases. (B) Distribution of the identification scores for each cross-link as a function of the number of identified
interaction. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. MS/MS spectra (CID and ETD) with their annotation for identified interaction between RefProt and AltProt. CID/ETD MS2 spectra of the identified interaction
of (A) the RefProt Q14103-4 (HNRNPD) with the AltProt IP_297459.1, (B) the RefProt Q14103-4 (HNRNPD) with the AltProt IP_128579 and (C) the RefProt Q141034 (HNRNPD) with the RefProt Q8TF62 (ATP8B4). (D) Sequences alignment of the RefProt Q14103-4 (HNRNPD) and the AltProt IP_128579 showing that the 2
proteins do not share sequence homology.
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Fig. 5. CID/ETD MS2 spectra and their annotation of the identified interaction between AltATAD2 and this interacted protein RPL10.
Table 1
Identification of inter-cross-links Ghost Proteins, with a maximum identification score of 50.91 and a minimum of 26.54 these identifications are found among the
RefProt-RefProt/Ghost Proteins interactions.
Score

Protein1

PepPos1

PepSeq1

LinkPos1

Protein2

PepPos2

PepSeq2

LinkPos2

50.91
28.74
28.73
26.54

IP_243260.1
IP_222735.1
IP_145224.1
IP_210743.1

5
61
2
24

APRPGNWKWQRR
RENKVCVSTWQK
TIKTKHMIK
GGLKTSRDSR

8
4
5
4

IP_202369.1
IP_093889.1
IP_177042.1
IP_138860.1

28
46
8
1

VGNKSR
QRAKS
LTSRKR
MPATDGKCK

4
4
5
7

case, because no specific fragments are found by ETD on that peptide
chain the interacting peptide is only identified by its exact mass. Since
the AltProt sequence is much shorter than the RefProt, this positively
weight on the identification score in favor of the AltProt (33.81) and
lead to its preferential identification. Except for these rare cases, most
interaction were found to be trustworthy. For example, Fig. 5 presents
the MS2 spectra for the AltATAD2-RPL10 interaction. Here, the presence of fragments in the two peptides chains give better reliability to
the identification.

These two models were chosen in the best generated models but also
taking into account the molecular distance derived from the XL-MS
using the DSSO cross linker which is < 50 Å. Similarly, the interaction
between AltATAD2 and AUF1 gave two possible interaction sites between the partners i.e. one with the best electrostatic characteristics
and the second with the best hydrophobic parameters and considering
the distance XL-MS imposed by the cross-linker (Fig. 7B). Finally, AltATAD2 is observed in interaction with these two refProts by fixing
different regions. When assembling the docking of AtlATAD2AUF19RPL10, AltATAD2-RPL10 and AltATAD2-AUF1 by “Match
Making” of Chimera, the simultaneous fixation of AltATAD2 and AUF1/
RPL10 was found to be feasible (Fig. 7C) resulting in a possible heterodimer biological active complex.

3.3. AltATAD2 partners
AltATAD2 is found in the CDS with a +2 ORF frame shift and
presents a sequence of 139 amino acid residues for a theoretical molecular weight of 17,077 Da (Fig. 6). The structure of this Ghost Protein,
was predicted by I-Tasser, based on its amino acid sequence (Fig. 7).
The model with the best C-score was retained and used when performing docking by ClusPro2.0 (Fig. 7). AltATAD2 is observed to interact with ARE/poly(U)-binding/degradation factor 1 (AUF1) and Ribosomal proteins (RPL10), two RefProts described in the literature to be
involved in different signaling pathways. Docking was carried out between the AltATAD2-RPL10 and AltATAD2-AUF1 proteins, the Ghost
Protein being always designated as the ligand of the refprot due to their
size difference. For the refprot RPL10 and AUF1 the models were
known from previous experiments thanks to structural studies and were
retrieved from PDB. The in-silico interaction between AltATAD2 and
RPL10 mainly shows, two binding sites for AltATAD2 on RPL10
(Fig. 7A). The first binding sites is in the cavity of RPL10 and the second
one at the periphery as part of the top 5 best electrostatic structures.

4. Discussion
AltORFs were shown to lead to the translation of AltProts as demonstrated by their observation in the large scale proteomics data
[30–32] when using appropriate databases. Very interestingly, the
AltProts are also evidenced in the large scale XL-MS data and are found
to be interacting with their RefProts counterparts. Observing the AltProts in their interacting network is definitely an approach to get closer
to the function of these proteins. Indeed, large scale approach such as
XL-MS will provide a global picture for many of these novel proteins
without the requirement of developing antibody for each of these
proteins as required by the antibody-based strategies. The PPIs highlighted for AltATAD2 is a good example. We have describe an interaction of AltATAD2 with both RPL10 and AUF1XL-MS. AUF1 is a heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D (hnRNPD) which was among
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Table 2
List of AltProt-RefProt interactions identify in the network (color code is the same as in Fig. 1). For each AltProt the transcript number and gene name from Ensembl
database associated with the RNA is given. Each interaction observed in the subdivisions of Fig. 1 is identified.
1
RefProt

RPL10
IP_118801.1
IP_166911.1

2
RefProt

HNRNPAB
IP_066105.1
IP_135883.1
IP_134928.1
IP_263009.1
IP_257296.1

3
RefProt

RBMX
IP_094161.1
IP_249315.1
HNRNPA0
IP_303885.1

RefProt
4
RefProt

TR

GN

NM_001144756.1
NM_014109.3
TR

10886
29028
GN

NM_001002912.4
XR_427728.1
NM_014594.1
NR_028337.1
NM_001160423.1
TR

127254
102724275
30832
400624
10642
GN

NM_001204.6
NM_018146.2

659
55178

NM_001163280.1
TR

27336
GN

NM_022658.3
NM_001281734.1
NM_001002255.1
NM_032208.2
NR_034075.1
NM_001286262.1

3224
53349
387082
84168
100499177
255394

NM_214711.3
NM_198154.1
NM_019042.3
NM_014290.2
NM_022817.2

401137
339168
54517
23424
8864

NM_000535.5
NM_000381.3
NM_000046.3
TR

5395
4281
411
GN

NM_001194998.1
NM_003437.3
NM_001256944.1
NM_001287054.1
NR_103821.1
NM_032884.4
NM_052925.2
NM_001193489.1
NM_003659.3
XR_429051.1
XM_006721752.1
NM_015470.2

22995
7695
1183
7586
442075
84970
114823
9728
8540
102724196
201191
26056

NM_001122964.2
NM_001024226.1
TR

57223
375
GN

NM_001166373.1
NR_026647.1
NM_001039538.1
NM_000721.3
NR_046377.1
TR

55016
791115
4133
777
728040
GN

NM_012199.2

26523

HNRNPA1
HNRNPA2B1
IP_210711.1
IP_226921.1
IP_146439.1
IP_086141.1
IP_124600.1
IP_214370.1
IP_118616.1
IP_250819.1
IP_155900.1
IP_174099.1
IP_097241.1

RefProt

HNRNPD
IP_150105.1
IP_297459.1
IP_128579.1

5
HNRNPC
RefProt

VDAC2
HNRNPM
IP_233089.1
IP_270709.1
IP_297440.1
IP_154990.1
IP_113552.1
IP_062261.1
IP_279198.1
IP_233136.1
IP_092512.1
IP_217585.1
IP_257543.1
IP_086598.1

RefProt

6
RefProt

7
RefProt

ANXA2
IP_085590.1
IP_078517.1
AHNAK
IP_123046.1
IP_238136.1
IP_094777.1
IP_074702.1
IP_124534.1
HIST1H1C
IP_062513.1

the first identified ARE-specific binding proteins (AUBPs) [52]. The
AUBPs are complexes of proteins which are involved in the regulation
of the AU-rich element (ARE) containing mRNAs. One of the limitations
of the experiment here is the possible correlation between a found interaction and the time at which this interaction takes place. Here, XLMS exhibits a global picture of the protein interaction network in the
cell, not enabling to determine when an interaction occurs. As a result,
the graphical representation obtained on xiNET gives a common interaction between the three proteins but fails to clarify if they are all
together interacting at the same time. To access this information, one
would need to phase the cells and performed XL-MS time course analyses. Therefore, several interpretations to this trimer interaction can be
advanced. The first one is related to an independent interaction between AltATAD2-RPL10 and AltATAD2-AUF1. The AltATAD2-RPL10
interaction observed by XL-MS using DSSO is confirmed by 3D protein
modeling and docking of AltATAD2 on RPL10. RPL10 structure was
extracted via the online public model on PDB: 5aj0 from the study of
Behrmann et al. [51]. The docking performed on ClusPro highlights
several possible fixation sites of AltATAD2 on RPL10; however, only
two of them are redundant and in line with the distance limits imposed

Gene Description
60S ribosomal protein L10
neuropeptide FF receptor 2
ATPase family, AAA domain containing 2
gene name
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A/B
glutamate rich 3

Gene Name

Zinc finger protein 354C
long intergenic non-protein coding RNA 1973
insulin like growth factor 2 mRNA binding protein 1
gene name
RNA binding motif protein X-linked
bone morphogenetic protein receptor type 2
RNA methyltransferase like 1
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0
HIV-1 Tat specific factor 1
gene name
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2/B1
homeobox C8
zinc finger FYVE-type containing 1
small ubiquitin-like modifier 4
ANTXR cell adhesion molecule 1
THAP9 antisense RNA 1
t-complex 11 like 2

ZNF354C
LINC01973
IGF2BP1

proline rich 27
Transmembrane protein 95
Pseudouridylate synthase 7 homolog
tudor domain containing 7
period circadian regulator 2
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D
postmeiotic segregation increased 2
midline 1
Arylsulfatase B
gene name
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein C (C1/C2)
voltage dependent anion channel 2
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein M
centrosomal protein 152
Zinc finger protein 136
chloride voltage-gated channel 4
zinc finger with KRAB and SCAN domains 1
EMC3 antisense RNA 1
chromosome 1 open reading frame 94
Leukocyte receptor cluster (LRC) member 8
SECIS binding protein 2 like
alkylglycerone phosphate synthase

RAB11 family interacting protein 5
annexin A2
protein phosphatase 4 regulatory subunit 3B
ADP ribosylation factor 1
gene name
AHNAK nucleoprotein
membrane associated ring-CH-type finger 1
Prader-Willi region non-protein coding RNA 2
microtubule associated protein 2
calcium voltage-gated channel subunit alpha1 E
long intergenic non-protein coding RNA 2499
gene name
histone cluster 1 H1 family member c
Argonaute RISC catalytic component 1

NPFFR2
ATAD2

ERICH3

BMPR2
RNMTL1
HTATSF1

HOXC8
ZFYVE1
SUMO4
ANTXR1
THAP9-AS1
TCP11L2
PRR27
TMEM95
PUS7
TDRD7
PER2
PMS2
MID1
ARSB

CEP152
ZNF136
CLCN4
ZKSCAN1
EMC3-AS1
C1orf94
LENG8
SECISBP2L
AGPS

RAB11FIP5
PPP4R3B
ARF1

MARCH1
PWRN2
MAP2
CACNA1E
LINC02499

AGO1

by the DSSO cross-linker. The first model attaches AltATAD2 at the
periphery of RPL10, far from the region fixing the 5S ribosomal RNA.
However, it has been shown that RPL10, by its external location on the
ribosome, allows the grouping of the subunits and the formation of an
active ribosome. Moreover, its interaction with the 60S ribosomal export protein NMD3 would also be responsible for the migration of the
peri-ribosome from the nucleus to the cytoplasm [53]. Thus, in this case
the RPL10 interaction with AltATAD2 can be directly involved in this
peri-ribosome migration. The second model locates AltATAD2 within
the ribosome, and more precisely within the region of RPL10 interacting with the 5S ribosomal RNA. In that case, the protein could be
involved in the regulation of the binding of the 5S ribosomal RNA
(Fig. 8). A previous study by cryoelectron microscopy (cryoEM) has
demonstrated that the interaction of RPL10 participates in the ribosome
constitution, integrating the proteins RPL5 and RPL11. However, it was
shown that RPL10 was not essential for the ribosome formation and
functionality. The attachment of AltATAD2 on RPL10 could explain
RPL10 regulation function by blocking the 5S rRNA binding site. Another hypothesis is the possible cooperation of the interacting partners
with the formation of a co-interaction between RPL10, AltATAD2 and
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Fig. 6. Focus on AltATAD2 protein. (A) In the interactome network, AltATAD2 is observed to be in interaction with 2 different partners. (B) AltATAD2 amino acid
sequence and schematic representation of its sequence location in the mature RNA. AltATAD2 is found in the CDS with a +2 ORF shift. (C) Nucleic acid sequence
encoding AltATAD2 within the ATAD2 mRNA.

AUF1. In this scenario, the interaction of AUF1 and RPL10 is not
without consequence. Indeed AUF1, was previously described to have a
dual function. It is an initiator of the mRNA degradation but as well a
protein fixing to the ARE regions of the 3’UTR. On the other hand,
RPL10 role is opposite to AUF1. RPL10 is involved in the ribosome
assembly and, thus, in the regulation of the translation of mRNAs into
proteins (Fig. 9). The co-interaction of AltATAD2 with AUF1 and RPL10
could be the first description of a regulation of the expression of the
Ghost proteins resulting from non-coding regions such as the 3’UTR.
Since Ghost proteins were not considered before, this could explain why
this mechanism was not demonstrated before. Finally, we could hypothesize that the formation of the hetero-trimer, with the attachment
of AUF1 on the external part of RPL10, could be involved in a mechanism of regulation of the ribosome. In this case, the RNA5S would
fix onto the 60S subunit of the ribosome and activate the transcription.
This mechanism would regulate ribosome activation by recruitment of
AltATAD2 at the periphery of RPL10 via AUF1 leading to a fine regulation of protein translation. Recently, the so-called Ghost Protein
“Nobody”, derived from the non-coding RNA: LINC01420/LOC550643,
was shown to be involved in the mRNA decapping signaling pathway by
interacting with the decapping proteins 4 (EDC4) by multiple techniques including APEX (ascorbate enzymes peroxidase), Photo-cross-link
and co-immunoprecipitation [34]. In summary, this study confirms the
involvement of Ghost Proteins in the regulation of mRNA expression.
The demonstration of an interaction between AltProts and RefProts is a
first clue demonstrating their effective role and function in cells. Ghost

Proteins are active compounds actively participating to the cell regulation as the RefProts [30].
The proteomic community must widen its field of view to a world,
going against the known Kozak dogma of the expression of the proteins,
but existing and influencing the known and described models of today.
Demonstrating the interaction of these proteins and their involvement
in the signaling pathways within the cells is an important step forwards
in understanding their functions. Herein, we demonstrate that the XLMS non targeted large scale approach is useful in this demonstration by
revealing the importance of the Ghost Proteins within the interaction
networks of RefProts. Although various developments remain to be
performed to improve cell interactomic inclusive to AltProts. As demonstrated here for a few percentage of proteins, the size of the total
database used by aggregating the AltProt (182,709 entries) to the
RefProt (42,335 entries) database, show some limitations of the actual
interrogation tools due to the size of this database. Moreover, due to the
important number of sequence in this total database and in the cases
where only few fragments are observed for one of the peptide chains
there is a not unneglectable probability that different peptides match
with the same exact mass. This clearly highlight the importance, for
such large scale data using such large database for interrogation, to be
more stringent on the identification of the interaction and yet to
manually check the MS/MS spectra corresponding to the interaction of
interest. In general the rate of false positive interactions remain more
elevated in the XL-MS approach and confident identification can only
be obtained if strictly respecting specific guidelines as reported by t
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Fig. 7. 3D modeling of the interactions between AltATAD2 and the RefProts AUF1 or RPL10. (A) Models predicted by ClusPro2.0 for the AltATAD2/RPL10 interaction. These two models are part of the TOP5 predictions and are in agreement with the distance restrictions imposed by the XL-MS. Surface modeling was also
performed to manually control the likelihood of the result. (B) Predicted models and 3D surface presentations for the AltATAD2/AUF1 interaction selecting predictions with the highest scores in good agreement with XL-MS. (C) 3D model of the co-interaction between AUF1-AltATAD2-RPL10. 3D modeling was used to check
that AUF1 and RPL10 are not confused in space.
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Fig. 8. Implementation of AltATAD2 on the 3D modeling of RPL10 and ribosome 60S obtained by cryoEM. (A) AltATAD2 is found to be interacting at the periphery
of RPL10, thus meeting no other subunit of the 60S ribosome or 5S rRNA. (B) On the second position AltATAD2 is observed in the space used by the 5S rRNA.
However AltATAD2 does not merge with the position of other subunit of the ribosome 60S. This confirms the ability of AltATAD2 to get into this position.
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